MLC Wholesale Horizon 2 Income Portfolio

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Focused on providing above-benchmark returns through an actively-managed, extensively diversified
portfolio
Data updated to 30 September 2022
ARSN: 117 295 584 APIR code: MLC0670AU
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Performance relative to its objective
The portfolio has achieved a return over the 3 years to 30 September 2022 of 0.3%pa which is -0.6% below its benchmark (before fees
and tax).

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Returns are not guaranteed and may vary from any target described in this document.
1
Net returns are calculated after deducting management fees and assume reinvestment of all distributions.
2

Gross returns are calculated before deducting management fees.

3

The benchmark is a combination of market indices, weighted according to the portfolio’s benchmark asset allocation. Details of the portfolio’s current benchmark
are available on our website.
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Performance drivers for the quarter are:
· In a volatile quarter that saw large swings in both share and bond markets,
the Low Correlation Strategy and the insurance-related investments strategy
produced solid returns of 2.3% and 2.0% respectively (both strategies are included
within Alternatives).
· The overweight to global shares unhedged was beneficial due to the persistent
strength in the US dollar (USD).
· The exposure to inflation-linked bonds (included within Fixed income) has
reduced exposure to inflationary risks while protecting against expectations of
lower economic growth.

Note: Returns for the asset classes above are before deducting fees.

Portfolio positioning
As investors, we need to adjust to the new risk factors and market conditions we
are presented with, and in short evolve our portfolio positioning to be more
resilient to an inflationary world. That is not to say we put all our eggs in the
inflation basket, but more to make sure we have a diverse range of return drivers
to accommodate the potentially volatile investing future we now face. The
portfolio’s main positions are:
• Diversification, or spreading your investments, across different types of assets
reduces reliance on one providing returns above inflation. The allocation
to insurance-related investments and Low Correlation Strategy have proven
to be important diversifiers, generating positive returns against severe market
sell-offs (both strategies are included within Alternatives).
• Inflation-linked bonds have reduced exposure to inflationary risks while
protecting against expectations of lower economic growth.
• The overweight to foreign currency through global shares (unhedged) has
proven effective during recent large falls in share markets. This quarter we further
reduced our foreign currency holdings using an option structure that enables the
portfolio to participate should the Australian dollar rally from here. These are
attractive levels to be selling the USD and the trade also reduces our reliance on
currency as a risk hedge.
• Infrastructure (included within Alternatives) has provided valuable inflation related revenue and generated strong returns relative
to global shares.
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Further Information
Visit our website at mlcam.com.au/MLCWholesale for additional information including:
•

The latest news and insights from our investment experts.

• MLC Asset Management's responsible investing update summarises our ESG approach and provides examples of recent ESG-related
activities in client portfolios.
• The core of any successful investment is a clear investment philosophy. MLC's investment philosophy defines the kind of investor
we are and, most importantly, how we manage your money.

Important Information
The information in this presentation has been provided by MLC Investments Limited (ABN 30 002 641 661, AFSL 230705), part of the Insignia Financial group
of companies (comprising Insignia Financial Ltd ABN 49 100 103 722 and its related bodies corporate) (‘Insignia Financial Group’). No member of the Insignia
Financial Group guarantees or otherwise accepts any liability in respect of any financial product referred to in this communication.
This information may constitute general advice. It has been prepared without taking account of an investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs and
because of that an investor should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice having regard to their personal objectives,
financial situation and needs.
You should obtain a Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) relating to the financial products mentioned in this communication issued by MLC Investments
Limited, and consider it before making any decision about whether to acquire or continue to hold these products. A copy of the PDS is available upon
request by phoning the MLC call centre on 132 652 or on our website at mlcam.com.au/MLCWholesale
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of an investment may rise or fall with the changes in the market. The
performance returns in this communication are reported before deducting management fees and taxes unless otherwise stated.
The capital value, payment of income, and performance of any financial product referred to in this communication are not guaranteed. An investment
in any such financial product referred to in this communication is subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment of capital and loss
of income and principal invested.
Actual returns may vary from any target return described in this communication and there is a risk that the investment may achieve lower than expected
returns.
Any opinions expressed in this communication constitute our judgement at the time of issue and are subject to change. We believe that the information
contained in this communication is correct and that any estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made at the time
of compilation. However, no warranty is made as to their accuracy or reliability (which may change without notice) or other information contained in
this presentation.
MLC Investments Limited may use the services of any member of the Insignia Financial Group where it makes good business sense to do so and will
benefit customers. Amounts paid for these services are always negotiated on an arm’s length basis.
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